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Az aktív ragozású igei állítmányok mellett megj
a hanti érdekes jelensége, hiszen nominatív nyelvekben az alany követ-
ke gá-

lokatívusszal kódolva is megjele-
nik. Ennek szociolingvisztikai és nyelvtani okait járja körül ez a korpusz-
alapú tanulmány. Rámutat arra, hogy a jelenség ugyanúgy független az 
adat
mantikájától, ragozásától, a mondatok szórendjét a locAg és a tárgy 
szófajától. Bár a példák információszerkezeti szempontból is lényegesen 

az egyetlen olyan szempontnak, amely motiválhatja a locAg megjelené-
sét. A jelölt súlyo-
zásán
Ugyan het, és 
nem kizárólag két konkuráló topik esetén jelenik meg, hanem topikfoly-
tonosság, topikváltás esetén is, valamint kerülhet fókuszpozícióba is.

Keywords: agent, locative, Khanty, Surgut Khanty, Yugan Khanty, in-
formation structure
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, I intend to make a first step towards an analysis of the loca-
tive-marked agent (locAg) in Yugan Khanty active sentences and justify 
its existence in this (sub)dialect of Khanty. The idea of this research first 
arose while I was working on my collection of Yugan Khanty tales. Edit-
ing the manuscript of a storybook, going through the changes made by 
the native language consultant, I realized that the use of locAg in active 
sentences is quite more significant than assumed before. 

Khanty (a Finno-Ugric, more specifically, Ob-Ugric language) itself 
is subject to large dialectal variation. In the Easternmost dialect, the 
Vakh-Vasyugan dialect, the phenomenon of the locAg in active sen-
tences is well-established and familiar. The language variant under study 
here is another Eastern Khanty dialect, Surgut Khanty, with a focus on 
its literary and Yugan Khanty variants. The term Surgut Khanty desig-
nates various Khanty subdialects spoken mainly along the rivers Yugan, 
Pim, Tromagan, Agan, Salym and Demyanka, with around 2800 speak-
ers (Csepregi 2017: 17), as well as the standardized, written form that 
those subdialects share (Schön 2020: 348). Yugan Khanty is the only 
southern subdialect of Surgut Khanty and has around 900 speakers 
(Csepregi 2017: 17). When I refer to Yugan Khanty, by this I mean the 
local variant as it is spoken in the 21st century. If its literary (Surgut 
Khanty) form is used, the data is always represented in Cyrillic letters. 

Additionally, Surgut Khanty, as well as Yugan Khanty, is a nomina-
tive, pro-drop language with a dominant SOV word order and a complete 
singular-dual-plural paradigm in conjugation as well as in declension. It 
has two verbal moods (active, passive), two verbal tenses (present, past) 
and two verbal conjugations (subjective, objective). The subject of the 
sentence is dominantly in the nominative, and finite verbs always show 
subject agreement. A finite verb in objective conjugation shows subject-
object agreement. There exists a nominal case system with nine cases 
and a pronominal case system with eleven, where the accusative case 
exclusively occurs with personal pronouns (Schön  Gugán 2022). 

In the literature, the locAg is also called Kulonen 1989: 
301), - (Filchenko 2006: 61), -marked S/A lchenko 
2006: 70  67), -marked subject  
(Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 1024), or non-canonical S  (Sosa  
Virtanen 2018: 253). I decided to use the term -marked Ag
(locAg) to emphasize its connection with active (1), (3) and passive sen-
tences (2), where by agent I mean the conscious, willful performer of an 
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action, marked here by the locative case suffix, appearing as the subject 
of active verbs in this study. Elsewhere, the locAg appears as an agent of 
a passive sentence besides the grammatical subject. 

In example (1), a neutral Yugan Khanty active sentence is shown with 
a subject (  the nominative, a noun modified with a participle as 
an object (  pend th  a verb in present 
tense, subjective conjugation (  is a passive 
sentence where the verb (   shows 
agreement with the (grammatical) subjects, both in dual2 ( two 

  two suns , and the agent is marked with the loca-
tive case ( -in- of 
the locAg (  
verb ( poked it ) shows agreement with the personal pro-
noun in the locative (  is dropped, but 
the morphological marker on the verb identifies it (objective conjuga-
tion;   poked it out ).  

 

(1)  -   - -  
 1SG spend_the_night-PTCP.PRS place search-PRS-1SG 

  searching for a  
     (Kayukova  Schön 2019) 

(2)  - -  -   
 and daughter_in_law-SG<3SG-LOC moon-DU  

 -    -  
 sun-DU down3  hide.PST-PASS.3DU 

 den by his daughter-in-  
     (Kayukova  Schön 2019) 

 
2  The function of the dual here is not numeral, but connective (Csepregi 2017: 76). 
3  The glosses given here may diverge from the original glosses in the sources 

due to different glossing strategies, like glossing word forms morpheme-by-
morpheme or not combining preverbs with verbs. 
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(3)     ont-     
 that 1SG in_fact tree interior-LAT  

 -       4  
 stay_too_long.PTCP.PST-1SG during   2SG.LOC in_fact 

 -n  -  
 knife-COM poke_out.PST-SG<2SG 

In fact, while I was staying too long inside the tree, you poked it 
[= my eye] out with the knife.   (Kayukova  Schön 2019) 

 
Realizing that in my Yugan Khanty corpus the locAg in active sentences 
appears more often than expected, I began to look for similarities among 
the examples and for different reasons of its existence, like idiolectal 
(3.1.) or dialectal (3.2.) motivation, influence from ritual language (3.3.), 
verbal semantics (3.4.), transitivity or conjugation (3.5.), correlation with 
word order (3.6.), form of the locAg (3.7.) and the direct object (3.8.), as 
well as information structure (3.9.). The data is summarized in Table 12, 
where additionally the question of animacy is examined (3.10.). Some 
highly hypothetical explanations of the origin of the locAg in Yugan 
Khanty active sentences are provided in section (4.). The different possi-
ble motivations for the usage of the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sen-
tences are summarized, stating their relevance in section (5.). The analy-
sis is completed by a comparison of my findings with other research on 
the same topic in Khanty like Csepregi (2020, 2021), Filchenko (2006), 
Sosa (2017), and Sosa  Virtanen (2018) for Surgut and/or Vasyugan 
Khanty, in section (5.). 

As the grammaticality of the locAg in active sentences is not doubted, 
I will not discuss that question in the present paper (see Sosa 2017: 183
184). Furthermore, even if the phenomenon of the locAg in active sen-
tences in Eastern Khanty dialects has been described traditionally in the 
literature as ive constr

- a (e.g., Balan-
din 1948; Csepregi 2020, 2021; F. Gulyás 2018; Filchenko 2006, 2011; 
Gulya 1970, 1982, 1994; Havas 2003, 2011; Honti 1971, 1984; Kulonen 
1989, 1991; Ruttkay-Miklián 2003), this question is not within the scope 
of my research, either. 

 
4  The locAg, the direct object and the corresponding active verb with their 

glosses are marked in all examples with emboldening. 
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2. Corpus and data 

The data used for the research presented in this paper comes from three 
different, partly overlapping corpora, handled here as one corpus: 

A) The first part of it is the Yugan Khanty corpus of the project Ob-
Ugric database: analysed text corpora and dictionaries for less de-
scribed Ob-Ugric dialects (OUDB), available online (https://www.oudb. 
gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?abfrage=YK_corpus). This searchable online da-
tabase contains a text collection of 56 tales and legends collected by 
Zsófia Schön and Lyudmila Kayukova in Western Siberia between 2010 
and 2016. The transcription represents spoken language by means of a 
broad phonemicization using IPA symbols, showing speech disfluency, 
elision, epenthesis, as well as subdialectal features. All 56 texts are 
glossed, where the glossing follows the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Most of 
the texts have an English, German and/or Russian translation (39, 47, 29 
texts, respectively). The database is enriched by audio material and a 
lexicon. 

B) The second part of the corpus consists of the material of a bilin-
gual Khanty-German storybook Märchen und Legenden vom Großen 
und Kleinen Jugan [Tales and Legends from the Bolshoy and Malyy 
Yugan rivers] (planned title) to be published by Kulturstiftung Sibirien in 
2023 with Stephan Dudeck as series editor. Schön (2023) contains alto-
gether 84 tales and legends, of which 56 are from the Yugan Khanty cor-
pus, 24 from a further collection of Zsófia Schön and Lyudmila Kayuko-
va (2010 2016) and 4 from the Yugan Khanty collection of Zoltán 
Nagy. All texts of the storybook represent standardized written language 
in an extended Cyrillic alphabet. The orthography used was established 
by Agrafena Pesikova and is corrected by her and Lyudmila Kayukova. 

While editing the texts, I realized that my language consultant and 
corrector has added 13 and crossed out 6 locAg in active sentences. 
These 19 edited examples are neither part of the corpus used in this study 
nor within the scope of this research and will be examined elsewhere. 
For the research presented in this paper, only those examples are used 
where the locAg in active sentences (a) can be heard on the sound re-
cording from the speaker him/herself and at the same time (b) remained 
in the storybook after editing. 

Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that the same 56 texts of the 
Yugan Khanty corpus and the storybook do not only differ in transcrip-
tion methods, but partly in content, too, in the sense that the version in 
the Yugan Khanty corpus contains additional sentences showing the cir-
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cumstances of elicitation or including comments from the speakers as 
well as dialogues. Nevertheless, there is only one example of the locAg 
in an active sentence occurring exclusively in the Yugan Khanty corpus 
(4). The 24 examples that occur in both the Yugan Khanty corpus and in 
the storybook are only counted once and cited from the Yugan Khanty 
corpus as (5), (6), (7). The 14 examples which only occur in the story-
book are cited in this paper with Cyrillic letters as (10), (13), (18). 

C) The third part of the corpus covers two personal accounts excluded 
from the Yugan Khanty corpus and the storybook as well because of 
their genre. They are part of my Yugan Khanty Personal Archive. The 
two texts were collected in 2015 by Zsófia Schön and Lyudmila Kayu-
kova at the upper stream of the Bolshoy Yugan river (Schön 2015a, 
Schön 2015b) and will be represented like the texts of the storybook with 
Cyrillic letters: (9), (12). 

To sum up, the corpus used for this research contains 86 narratives 
(tales, legends and personal accounts) from 21 Yugan Khanty speakers, 
from which the locAg in active sentences can be found in 28 texts told 
(see Table 1). Besides the 19 excluded examples mentioned before, there 
are 54 other occurrences of the locAg in active sentences in the corpus  
3 with participles, 1 with a converb, 2 with infinitives and 48 with active 
finite verbs. Of these 48 examples with locAg in active sentences 7 are 
excluded due to being ambiguous for the following reasons: (a) the spo-
ken and the standardized version of the example sentence are too differ-
ent; (b) the end of the example sentence is not clear; (c) the example is a 
translation; (d) the storyteller speaks a Yugan Khanty variant with /t/ 
which allows the verbal ending to be in active and in passive as well, as 
the two endings coincide. That is why the research presented here is 
based on 41 examples from 11 speakers (see Table 1).  

As can be seen in Table 1, around one-third of all texts contain a 
locAg in active sentences (28/86; 33%). Comparing the fourth and fifth 
columns shows that among the texts with the locAg in active sentences, 
it appears in two-thirds of them once (19/28; 68%). There are seven texts 
with two examples from four storytellers (7/28; 25%, from AIK, ENK, 
TMJ, VIU) and three texts with three examples from three partly differ-
ent storytellers (3/28; 11%, from AIK, ANA, MDA). 
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Table 1: Summary of the texts in the corpus 

 
Storyteller 

Texts told 
altogether 

Texts containing 
locAg in active  

sentences 

Number of  
examples with locAg 

active sentences 
1 AIK5     11 5 8 
2 AJK 1 0 0 
3 AJM 4 0 0 
4 ANA 1 1 3 
5 ANB 1 1 1 
6 AVJ 1 0 0 
7 ENK 4 3 5 
8 JFP 6 0 0 
9 LDK 2 2 2 
10 LNK 5 1 1 
11 MDA 2 2 4 
12 NEK 2 0 0 
13 NPA 1 0 0 
14 OAL 2 0 0 
15 PDK 1 0 0 
16 SPK 2 0 0 
17 TAK 7 1 1 
18 TMJ     11 4 5 
19 TMK 5 1 1 
20 VIU     16 7                10 
21 VLK 1 0 0 
 Sum 86              28                41 

3.  Assumed motivations for the use of the locative-marked agent in 
Yugan Khanty active sentences 

In this pilot study, I will look into the question of the motivation of the 
locAg in active sentences in Yugan Khanty based on the corpus de-
scribed above. The quantity of the data shows that this phenomenon in 
Yugan Khanty cannot be considered to be due to pure chance, mix-up, or 
speech disfluency, therefore the data will be analyzed from several so-
ciolectal and grammatical aspects (3.1 3.10.). Not each point of the 
analysis will be elaborated in the same depth due to restrictions of the 

 
5  For the sake of anonymity, the storytellers are referred to with three-letter 

abbreviations. 
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data or the aim of this study. The data used in this paper is summed up in 
Table 12 in section 3.10. Further summary of the findings is presented in 
section 5. 

3.1. Idiolectal motivation  

The idiolectal motivation of the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences 
is suggested by the fact that one native speaker added or deleted the 
locAg 19 times while editing the manuscript of the storybook. But is it 
really an idiolectal phenomenon? Certainly not, as the native corrector is 
not the only person applying the locAg in active sentences. 52% of the 
storytellers (11/21) used the locAg in active sentences in the corpus. Out 
of the 11 speakers 6 used it more than once per text, and 5 speakers used 
it only once (see Table 1). 

All eleven informants are native speakers of a local variant of Yugan 
Khanty, and were born in the vast and whole area of Yugan Khanty (for 
more details see 3.2.). A majority of them are Khanty-Russian bilinguals 
(8/11; 73%), but there are three Khanty monolingual speakers (3/11; 
27%). Most of them conduct a traditional way of life as fishers, hunters 
and gatherers in the forest along rivers (9/11; 82%), and few of them live 
in towns (2/11; 18%). Their age range is broad: the oldest speaker was 
born in 1932 and the youngest in 1969 (see Table 2). There are three 
male and eight female storytellers, so they are not uniform in gender, 
either. Some of them have no school education and are illiterate (2/11; 
18%), some of them have few classes or are functional analphabets 
(2/11; 18%), some have up to eight classes (6/11; 55%) and one of them 
has even a university degree (1/11; 9%). Interestingly some storytellers 
were raised together (like ENK, LNK and partly TAK), some of them 
live together now (like ANA and MDA) and some have no direct, regu-
lar contact at all with the others (like ANB; see Table 2). 

Despite the social-sociolectal differences between the speakers, all of 
them used the locAg in active sentences to some extent. A commonality 
of the 11 speakers explaining this phenomenon could not be found, so it 
is safe to say that the phenomenon under study is not motivated by idio-
lectal factors. 
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Table 2: Storytellers using locAg in active sentences 

 Storyteller Relatives Born Gender Language 
1 AIK  1962 female monolingual 
2 ANA husband of MDA 1961 male bilingual 
3 ANB  1932 female monolingual 

4 ENK 
sister of LNK 
cousin of TAK 

1968 female bilingual 

5 LDK son of TMJ 1969 male bilingual 

6 LNK 
sister of ENK 
cousin of TAK 

1966 female bilingual 

7 MDA wife of ANA 1963 female bilingual 
8 TAK cousin of ENK, LNK 1966 female bilingual 
9 TMJ mother of LDK 1942 female monolingual 

10 TMK  1966 female bilingual 
11 VIU  1962 male bilingual 

3.2. Dialectal or subdialectal motivation 

The question of the dialectal or subdialectal motivation of the locAg in 
active sentences arises, as this phenomenon is well attested in the East-
ernmost Khanty dialect Vakh-Vasyugan Khanty, which is in areal con-
tact with Yugan Khanty. So, might it be an exclusive contact phenome-
non only present in Yugan Khanty and non-existent in other Surgut 
Khanty subdialects? 

To answer this question, we need to take a closer look at the geo-
graphical distribution of the Surgut Khanty subdialects. The focus of this 
paper is on the Yugan Khanty variant of Surgut Khanty which is the only 
southern subdialect of it, spoken along the rivers Bolshoy Yugan, Malyy 
Yugan, Salym and Demyanka in the 21st century, all situated geograph-
ically south of the river Ob. The other subdialects of Surgut Khanty, 
namely Pim, Tromagan and Agan Khanty, are spoken north of the Ob. 

Going through the Surgut Khanty language materials available, it turns 
out that there are other examples for this phenomenon as well. There exist 
active sentences with a locAg in Tromagan Khanty in different collections 
of Márta Csepregi (1998, 2011; seven and three examples, respectively) or 
in my personal Tromagan Khanty archive (Schön 2016 2017; over four-
teen examples). A local variant of Agan Khanty (Varyogan Khanty) con-
tains at least two examples as well (Koshkareva 2006), and at a first 
glance, four examples could be found for Pim Khanty, too (Pesikova  
Volkova 2013). Even if the numbers are relatively small, the existence of 
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the locAg in active sentences in all Surgut Khanty subdialects cannot be 
denied. It still has to be examined if it is a rare phenomenon or not, and its 
relation to the locAg in passive sentences is also worth looking at. 

In addition to my Yugan Khanty corpus used in this paper, the locAg in 
Yugan Khanty active sentences can be found in other Yugan Khanty ma-
terials as well, like in Balalaeva et al. (2021). Their approximately 20 ex-
amples from five other speakers than mine will be analyzed at a later point 
in time, but this data is of importance as it shows that this phenomenon is 
not a new one as some texts were collected in 1994 from speakers born in 
1920 or in 1936 (Balalaeva et al. 2021: 9 12, 136 138). 

Furthermore, I want to emphasize that the locAg in Yugan Khanty ac-
tive sentences is not a geographically restricted phenomenon as my sto-
rytellers come from the whole area and show mobility within it by com-
paring their place of birth and place of living (see Table 3). 

Table 3: Mobility of storytellers using locAg 

Storyteller Place of birth Place of recording/living 

AIK Demyanka6 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(lower stream) 

ANA 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(lower stream) 

Malyy Yugan  
(middle stream) 

ANB Malyy Yugan 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(lower stream) 

ENK Salym 
Malyy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

LDK Bolshoy Yugan 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

LNK Salym Ob 

MDA 
Malyy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

Malyy Yugan  
(middle stream) 

TAK Salym Salym 

TMJ Bolshoy Yugan 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

TMK 
Malyy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

Malyy Yugan  
(upper stream) 

VIU 
Bolshoy Yugan  
(middle stream) 

Bolshoy Yugan  
(middle stream) 

 
6  For easier comparison of the local variants spoken, only the river names are given 

in Table 3 as places of birth and recording (identical to the place of living). 
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Even if it cannot be decided whether the origin of the locAg in active 
sentences goes back to contacts with Vasyugan Khanty (see also section 
3.3.), it is safe to say that it is attested in all subdialects of Surgut Khan-
ty. Its presence might be observable to various extents, but it is not an 
exclusive Yugan Khanty phenomenon. Furthermore, Virtanen  Sosa 
(2018: 245) suggest that locAg in active sentences might appear in Sur-
gut Khanty because of language contact with Tundra Nenets. To my 
knowledge, Tundra Nenets is in closer contact with Agan and Tromagan 
Khanty than with the other Surgut Khanty subdialects, but even this pos-
sibility would refute the restriction of the phenomenon to Yugan Khanty. 

3.3. Influence from ritual language 

The literature handling the locAg in Vakh-Vasyugan Khanty7 clearly 
states that the locAg in active sentences often occurs in this dialect (Fil-
chenko 2006: 57, Csepregi 2020: 45), even in mythological or ritual 
songs (Csepregi 2020). It could be assumed that this influenced its ap-
pearance in Yugan Khanty. There exists one study about the language of 
Surgut Khanty languelteps: the work of Márta Csepregi with the material 
of K. F. Karjalainen, where only one example of the locAg in active sen-
tences was found (Csepregi 2020: 45 46). 

Even if the study presented in this paper deals with narratives (tales, 
legends and personal accounts) that have a different, more open structure 
than ritual songs and are more similar to spoken language, let  follow 
the supposition that if the storytellers have a deep understanding of the 
language of mythological songs, they could use it in narratives, too. 

It is without a doubt that all eleven informants have an elaborate 
knowledge of Yugan Khanty folklore, inherited from their ancestors, 
relatives or learnt from their environment. This knowledge is transmitted 
orally. In addition to this and the language skills, the speakers have to 
have a good memory as well as the ability of storytelling, singing too. 
Traditionally, only men are allowed to sing most of the mythological 
songs, but women are allowed to listen to most of them (personal ac-
count from Stephan Dudeck 2009). So, a differentiation between the ac-
tive and passive knowledge of the language of ritual songs has to be 
made (see Table 4). 
 

 
7 The same as Eastern Khanty in Filchenko (2006, 2011). 
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Table 4: Knowledge of ritual songs of the storytellers8 

Story-
teller 

Gender Could sing 
Surgut Khanty 

languelteps 

Has heard 
Surgut Khanty 

languelteps 

Has heard Vakh-
Vasyugan Khanty 

languelteps 
AIK female no no no 
ANA male yes yes perhaps 
ANB female no yes no 
ENK female no no no 
LDK male yes yes perhaps 
LNK female yes yes no 
MDA female no yes perhaps 
TAK female no no no 
TMJ female yes yes perhaps 
TMK female yes yes no 
VIU male yes yes perhaps 

The fact that most of my storytellers are women (8/11; 73%) does not 
exclude the possibility of this influence. It is rather the heterogeneity 
present among them here as well: around half of them could sing ritual 
songs (6/11; 55%), some have heard them regularly (8/11; 73%) but oth-
ers are presumed not to (3/11; 27%; see Table 4). Furthermore, the fact 
that, till today, the occurrence of locAg in active sentences in Surgut 
Khanty ritual songs is not really attested, speaks also against its source 
being those songs. In my personal experience, none of my informants 
could have heard Vakh-Vasyugan Khanty ritual songs regularly. Some 
of them clearly stated that when hearing Vasyugan Khanty people speak-
ing Vasyugan Khanty, they did not understand them and switched to 
Russian with them (personal account from beside the Bolshoy Yugan 
river, 2015). 

3.4. Dependence on verbal semantics 

The question if the appearance of the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sen-
tences depends on verbal semantics is based on typological features and 
the fact that in some languages only certain verbs can cooccur with a 
marked subject or agent. It is known about Icelandic that marked sub-

 
8  The information in Table 4 is based on my personal experience and observa-

tions while working with the storytellers, as well as on my deduction from 
their curricula. 
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-  with verbs of restricted or 
special semantics, and that is known to be the case in German, too (Sig-
urðsson 2007). 

The verbal semantics of the 41 Yugan Khanty examples with a locAg in 
active sentences in the corpus shows a high degree of variation. They con-
tain 30 different verbs with 25 different meanings, as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Verbal semantics of the active verbs with locAg  
in Yugan Khanty active sentences 

Gloss Verb Occur-
rences 

Gloss 
Verb Occur-

rences 
 -9 2  - 1 

 - 3  - 2 
 - 2  - 1 

 
- 
- 

1 
1 

 - 1 

 - 1  - 1 
 jo - 3  - 1 
 - 2  - 1 

 no - 1  - 1 
 - 3  - 1 

 
- 

- 
1 
1 

 
- 
ij - 

2 
1 

out 
 

- 
- 

1 
1 and say  

- 1 

 
i

- 
1 
 

 
- 

- 
1 
1 

 
- 1  

  

 
A commonality or an anchoring point of the verbs is difficult to find, 
which could suggest productivity. Most of them are perfective verbs or 
used in a perfective way s of 

 , and body part manipula-
). Most of the verbs are active, their 

locAgs can be more or less in control but there is only one verb with an 
experiencer-type subject (4) and even an intransitive one occurs in this 
construction (7c), (8), (9c). 

 
9 The verbs in Table 5 are given with verbal stems. 
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(4)  qur   -em 
 that treeless_marsh 1SG.LOC EMPH see.PST-SG<1SG 

 I have seen that treeless marsh.  (Kayukova  Schön 2017) 
 

In example (4)10 the storyteller herself gives a comment about a place in 
a legend to underline its existence at the end of the story (sentence 
164/170). Interruptions and questions are characteristic of this narrative, 
as the storyteller frequently turns to her listeners with questions and 
comments, but this is the only occurrence when AIK refers to herself. 
The verb itself seems to be her own creation as it contains several deriva-
tional suffixes  its stem is - (DEWOS 1551). 

Having seen the diverse nature and broad semantics of the verbs ap-
pearing in active voice with a locAg, it can be said that Yugan Khanty 
does not have a restricted set of verbs occurring with a marked subject, 
namely the locAg, in active sentences, so one similarity with the -

 can be excluded. 

3.5. Dependence on transitivity or conjugation 

Surgut Khanty, including Yugan Khanty, has intransitive and transitive 
verbs, as well as a subjective and an objective conjugation, where the 
verb shows agreement either with the (grammatical) subject or with the 
(grammatical) subject and the direct object (DO). The dependence on 
transitivity of the locAg in Khanty active sentences is relevant because 
opinions differ as to whether the construction occurs exclusively with 
transitive verbs (Csepregi 2021) or with both transitive and intransitive 
verbs (Sosa 2017: iv). Concerning the issue of conjugation, it is im-
portant to note that in Khanty if the DO is topical then objective conjuga-
tion appears, and subjective conjugation shows if it is not (Nikolaeva 
1999: 365). As the locAg is often said to appear in the case of two con-
curring topics (Sosa 2017: 191 207), the choice of conjugation could 
play a role in its occurrence as well. 

In my corpus, the locAg in active sentences can appear both with 
transitive and intransitive verbs in subjective or objective conjugation 
(see Table 6). 

 
10 Further details concerning this example are provided in section 3.7. 
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Table 6: Correlation between transitivity and conjugation  
of the verbs examined 

 Subjective conjugation Objective conjugation 
Transitive verb 10 examples 28 examples 
Intransitive verb   3 examples  
 
As shown in Table 6, transitive verbs in objective conjugation (3), (4) 
are more commonly used in the corpus (28/41; 68%), but intriguingly, 
about one-third of the examples (13/41; 32%) contains verbs in subjec-
tive conjugation. 

The examples with transitive verbs in subjective conjugation (10/41; 
25%) show large variation as only s twice, so the 
ten examples are formed with nine different verbs and semantics. They 
are heterogeneous considering the DO, too: five examples contain no DO 
at all (5), in three examples the lexically overt DO is expressed with a 
noun (15), (22g), and in two with a personal pronoun in the accusative (6). 
 

(5)  -it    
 3SG.LOC turn_to_smb_and_say-PRS.3SG and 1SG  

     -t-     
 2SG.ACC  (s)he_says how find-PRS-SG<1SG (s)he_says 

   -      -t-  
 2SG path-SG<2SG how find-PRS-SG<1SG 

He turns around and says  he says  find you 
 he says   
      (Schön 2016a)11 

(6)    - -    
 well again this_here wife-DIM.PEJ-LOC 1SG.ACC  

       -  -  
 send.PST.3SG   big merchant man possibility-LAT do-INF 

 (Schön 2019a) 

 
11 I recorded this plot from the same storyteller (TMK) twice with three 

difference (24.6.2012 and 27.06.2012). In the first version of the tale, there is 
no locAg in the same sentence (see sentence number 38 in Schön 2017a), it 
appears only in the second version as in (5). 
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Even though intransitive verbs in subjective conjugation are rare (3/41; 
7%), they are the most interesting. In all three examples (7 9), the same 
verb is used, but in three different contexts. 

In (7a c) we see the first three sentences of a tale. The locAg appears 
in the third sentence as a threat (7c), after the frame of the tale is set: a 
woman is awake working nights, when everybody else in the room is 
already asleep, even if this is forbidden (7a b). This introduction of the 
plot is common knowledge in the Khanty worldview. The presence of 
the locAg at the beginning highlights its saliency and underlines the 
teaching function of tales. I have elicited this plot two more times from 
two different storytellers (TMK, SPK  the first of whom used the locAg 
in other narratives, the second never), and in contrast, in both their ver-
sions the threat itself is missing completely (see Schön 2016b; Kayukova 

 Schön 2016a). 
 

(7a)     ij  
 once well time sit.PST.3SG one woman 

 Once a woman sat [awake] for a long time.  

(7b)  m      -t-i 
 long time one place in_fact NEG sit-PRS-PASS.3SG 

 One  

(7c) -  -  
 fright-LOC come-PRS.3SG 

 [Or else] the monster is coming.  (Kayukova  Schön 2016b) 
 

In example (8), the locAg in an active sentence occurs in the middle of 
the text. It emphasizes the fact of what happens if someone breaks the 
(language) taboo rules. In the plot, it is forbidden to say the name of the 
sacred river (   something bad hap-
pens  a Menk, a monster comes. The protagonist breaking this taboo is 
a stranger, a relative-in-law, namely the Son-in-law from the Ob. He is 
told about this language taboo in the plot by , 
so we can exclude the idea of common knowledge (present in (7a c)). In 
the second version of this tale, which I collected from another storyteller 
(VIU), the situation is the same, but the concrete consequence of the ta-
boo breaking is missing as well as the locAg in the similar constructions 
(Schön 2017b). 
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(8) -   -t-i    
 Menk-PL river say-PRS-PASS.3SG if  then 

 -  -  
 Menk-LOC come-PRS.3SG 

 If one says Menks River, then the Menk comes.  
     (Kayukova  Schön 2017) 

 

Even if examples (7a c) and (8) are from the same storyteller (AIK) and 
the locAg in both examples could be interpreted similarly because of 
breaking a behavioral (7c) or language taboo (8) rule, in example (9) we 
find an entirely different situation in a third plot from a personal account 
and a second storyteller (TMJ). 
 

(9a) 
 one time-LOC darken-PTCP.PST after 

 something-LOC door so open.PST-PASS.3SG 

  

(9b) 
 father-SG<3SG-LAT hello say.PST.3SG 

 It said hello to the father.  

(9c)  
 mother-SG<1SG begin_to_speak-PRS.3SG look  

 
 (s)he_says look  Demyanka man-LOC   come.PST.3SG 

 she says   
Uncle-Demyanka came!    (Schön 2015b) 

The referent of the locAg in the active sentence (9c) is already intro-
duced with a pronoun (  by something  in the first sentence (9a) 
as the locAg in a passive sentence. It appears in the second sentence too 
as an unmarked 3SG verbal ending (9b) and once more with a proper 
noun (  - in the direct speech of 
another protagonist (  
in the active sentence is only identified in its third occurrence, the con-
text is highly emphatic, one could even think about the locAg in the ac-
tive sentence (9c) as the expression of mirativity. 
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Altogether my data shows that the locAg in active sentences can oc-
cur both with transitive (38/41; 93%) and intransitive verbs (3/41; 7%), 
so the transitivity of the verb is not essential in the appearance of the 
locAg in active sentences. Concerning conjugation, one third of the ex-
amples show only subject agreement (subjective conjugation; 13/41; 
32%) and two thirds of them show subject-object agreement (objective 
conjugation; 28/41; 68%), so conjugation is not an exclusive factor for 
the use of locAg in active sentences, either. Additionally, the data attests 
that there are not always two concurring topics from which one (the sub-
ject/agent) has to be marked with the locative case to be distinguished 
from the other (the DO) as there is no accusative case for nouns in Khan-
ty. The question of topicality definitely requires further research. 

3.6. Correlation with word order 

The neutral word order in Surgut Khanty is SOV (Honti 1984: 88), 
where S is dominantly a grammatical subject (1). This is also the case in 
the majority of the sentences cited here, that is, in active sentences with a 
locAg (3 9). I restrict the object (O) to a direct object (DO) in this paper, 
and mean by V a finite verb in active conjugation. A change of this neu-
tral SOV word order can be caused by Russian contact influence (Gugán 

 Sipos 2017: 77) or explained by the subject as a known referent (Asz-
talos  Gugán  Mus 2017: 30 31). The phenomenon of afterthought can 
also be an explanation for a non-neutral word order. But can word order 
or even word order change be correlated to the locAg in Yugan Khanty 
active sentences? 

My data indicates that S(O)V word order in sentences with locAg and 
an active verb is the most common (33/41; 80%), but there are examples 
for OSV (2/41; 5%) and for (O)VS (6/41; 15%) as well (see Table 7). 
 

Table 7: Word order and conjugation in Yugan Khanty examples  
with locAg and active sentences 

 Subjective conjugation Objective conjugation 
SOV 5 examples         13 examples 
OSV  2 examples 
OVS  5 examples 
SV 8 examples 7 examples 
VS            1 example 

Some word orders were already shown, like SOV and subjective conju-
gation (6), SV and subjective conjugation (5), (7c), (8), (9c) or objective 
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conjugation (3), or OSV and objective conjugation (4). In example (10) a 
neutral SOV word order is given, with a personal pronoun as locAg (S; 

 (by) you noun phrase as DO (  
verb with preverb and objective conjugation (  ou chopped it 

 
 

(10)   
 and 2SG.LOC one branch PFV  

 
 chop_into_pieces.PST-SG<2SG  break.PST-SG<2SG 

 And you chopped one branch into pieces, you broke it.  
       (Schön 2023) 

 

There is only one example for VS (11), where the locAg expressed with 
a personal pronoun (  he/by him follows the verb (  

her ). The reason for the position of the subject is supposed to 
be that the storyteller wanted to clarify that it is the man who is asking 
the female bear why she is still sitting with him, yet it does not bear the 
hallmarks of afterthoughts. Even if, grammatically, the 3SG.LOC could 
refer to the man as well as to the female bear, it is clear that it refers to 
the man, as the bear cannot talk in this plot, so she cannot be the subject 
of this sentence. The storyteller (MDA) is bilingual, so Russian influence 
cannot be excluded. 
 

(11)  -t-in-    -  
 so sit-PTCP.PRS-3DU-LOC then one time-LOC 

  -t-     ij  
 always ask-PRS-SG<3SG 3SG.LOC so or one time 

While they sit like that, then one day, he always asks her, many 
times, one time.  (Schön 2017c) 

Even if the word order OVS is not typical for Yugan Khanty, the five 
examples (5/41; 12%) from five different storytellers provide three dif-
ferent explanations. In one case (a) it appears in a ditransitive construc-
tion (12) clarifying the agent of the sentence pragmatically, because 

 and (b) in two cases 
to emphasize even more who the agent of the sentence was (13), where 
in one case even a strong swear word (   (by) this poor little 

; VIU) is used. In two cases (c) it occurs as an afterthought (14). 
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Interestingly, three of the informants using the word order OVS with 
locAg in active sentences are monolingual (ANB (14), TMJ (12), AIK), 
and only two are bilingual (ENK (13), VIU). The two cases of after-
thought are from the monolingual speakers, and the assumed emphasis as 
postverbal focus from bilingual speakers. This can be identified as a lan-
guage contact phenomenon. 
 

(12) 
 and that told-PL notch-PROPR stick-LAT 

 
 engrave.PST-PL<3SG that old_man-LOC 

 And that old man engraved all things told on the notched stick.  
       (Schön 2015a) 

(13)  
 1SG thumb-SG<1SG PFV break.PST-SG<2SG 2SG.LOC 

 You broke up my thumb. / It was you who broke up my thumb.  
       (Schön 2023) 

(14)    -t- -   
 so 3SG so go_and_loom-PTCP.PRS-3SG-LOC then 

 -    -     
 leg-SG<3SG  there stretch_out.PST-SG<3SG  that ... 

   -   -  
 that there lie_down-PTCP.PST man-LOC 

that... that man, who had lain  
     (Kayukova  Schön 2020a) 

 

Example (14) is the turning point of the plot: the female ghost, looming 
around, will trip and fall because of the legs stretched out across her path 
by the mortal man. Listening to the recording,12 it is clearly audible that 
the monolingual, elderly speaker ANB adds the lexically overt locAg as 
S to the sentence with a longer pause, so this additional explanation 
could be interpreted even as a separate sentence. The motivation for add-
ing an afterthought is the fact that in (14) there are two competing refer-

 
12  Available at https://oudb.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?abfrage=view_audio_files& 

id_text=1658 
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ents marked both with 3SG (1. she, the female ghost marked with the 3SG 
personal pronoun  and the 3SG ending on the participle and 2. he, the 
male human protagonist marked with the 3SG verbal ending) and there is 
a topic switch between them, so the second referent should normally be 
marked lexically. 

Asztalos et al. state that in old Surgut Khanty texts (1901, Paasonen
collection) only those subjects occurred postverbally whose referents 
were introduced earlier (Asztalos et al. 2017: 33, 44; Gugán  Sipos 
2017: 90), but in contemporary Surgut Khanty (recordings from 1994, 
2000, 2004) also newly introduced referents may occur in a VS position 
(Asztalos et al. 2017: 34, 46). My data (2010 2015) show similarities 
with the old Surgut Khanty data. In all six examples for (O)VS, the 
locAg in verb-final position expresses old information, as all refer-
ents/locAgs were already introduced somehow in the texts before, which 
can be tales (11), (13), legends (14), or personal accounts (12). This is 
perhaps due to the fact that the old data  from 1901 consists of tales and 
legends, i.e., folklore material, as does most of my corpus, and the con-
temporary Surgut Khanty texts represent personal accounts. 

After taking a closer look at the examples with VS (11) and OVS 
(12), (13), (14) word orders, it has to be recalled that the majority of my 
data (33/41; 80%) contains the neutral SOV word order (10). So even if 
some word orders can be explained by Russian influence or afterthought, 
it is clear that word order or word order changes are not the motivating 
factors behind the use of the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences. 

3.7. The internal structure of the subject in Surgut Khanty  
as a locative-marked agent in active sentences 

All Khanty dialects are dominantly nominative languages, so in a stan-
dard sentence the subject is in the nominative case (if lexically present) 
and always shows agreement with the verb. A divergence in the form of 
the lexically overt subject can be observed: it can be a common noun 
(with or without modifiers), a proper noun, an adjective, a numeral, or 
different pronouns. Khanty being a pro-drop language, the subject (and 
the direct object) can exclusively be grammatically overt. Compared to 
this, if the subject is expressed with the locAg in an active sentence, the 
locAg is always lexically overt. 

Sosa states that the locAg in Khanty active sentences is generally ex-
pressed by personal pronouns (Sosa 2017: 185, 191). Filchenko finds 

Fil-
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chenko 2006: 61), but in 71% of his data the locAg in an active sentence 
is a personal pronoun (Filchenko 2006: 61). But then, does the locAg in 
active sentences have to be mostly inherently definite ex-
pressions (such as proper nouns, personal and demonstrative p
(Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 1017) in order to be accessible or identifia-
ble? 

At first glance, one might assume that the form of the lexically overt 
locAg in active sentences in my corpus (see Table 8) is diverse. Taking a 
closer look, however, it becomes clear that in 76% (31/41) of the data the 
locAg is expressed by a common noun (with or without modifiers) or a 
proper noun, and in 24% (10/41) by a pronoun, dominantly a personal 
pronoun in the locative case (9/10; 90%). 
 
Table 8: Expressions of the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences of 

the corpus13 

 Occurrence Examples cited 
ppron 9 examples  

(1SG.LOC 2, 2SG.LOC 3, 
3SG.LOC 4) 

(3), (4), (5), (10), (11) 
(13), (15b) 

nprop 2 examples (9c), (20) 
dem+subs14-POSS 2 examples 

(SG<1SG, SG<3SG) 
 

dem+subs 16 examples (6), (12), (18), (19), (22g) 
dem+adj+subs 1 example  
dem+adv+ptcp+subs 1 example (14) 
subs-POSS 1 example (SG<1SG) (17) 
subs 8 examples (7c), (8), (21f) 
interrog 1 example  

 
Unfortunately, not all personal pronouns constitute for sure the locAg of 
an active verb. There exists a homonymy between the 1SG locative per-
sonal pronoun (  (by) 1SG emphatic 
personal pronoun (  1SG emphatic personal pronoun 
often has the form  mys  

 
13 The use of POS-tags in the tables follows the tagging system of the OUDB 

corpus. 
14 Including compounds like tor m q   
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omitted, so it has only the form  , identical to  
(by) me, 1SG.LOC  
 

Table 9: Paradigms of the locative and emphatic personal pronouns 

 Locative personal pronoun Emphatic personal pronoun 
1SG   
2SG   
3SG   
1DU   
2DU  ? 
3DU   
1PL   
2PL  ? 
3PL   
 (Csepregi 1998a: 24 25) (Yugan Khanty corpus) 

Hence, all examples containing  SG.LOC

.15 
Apparently, some data presented in the literature are also problematic 

for the very same reason. Certain sentences published in Sosa (2017) or 
Sosa  Virtanen (2018) are at least ambiguous or even misinterpreted 
owing to the homonymy of the 1SG.LOC personal pronoun and the em-
phatic personal pronoun  SG,16 which Sosa did not 
take into account. 

In example (6.74 a) man nü  
017: 184, citing Csepregi 1998a: 60), the 

presumed locAg  was corrected during the editing of Csepre-
) in the OUDB project in 2011 by Csepregi herself 

into  1SG 

 
15 There are two such examples in my corpus: (4) and (15b). 
16 Taking a closer look at the eight examples cited by Sosa with a personal pro-

noun as locAg in active sentences, it can be seen that five examples are with a 
form of  SG.LOC

m  SG.LOC 191), which are at least 
ambiguous, because of the homonymy with the emphatic personal pronoun 
m  SG. In the data from my corpus used in this paper, there 
are altogether 9 examples (out of 41) for the locAg with active sentences ex-
pressed by a personal pronoun, namely twice with m  
1SG.LOC ), (15b), three times with n  SG.LOC

(13) and four times with  SG.LOC  
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emphatic personal pronoun. Listening to the sound recording proves that 
the speaker pronounces   SG.LOC

  00:37 00:4017 Csepregi 
1998b). This could help with the choice in the case of the homonymy of 

, or even mean that this sentence does not contain the locAg any-
more (as in the second edition of the tale, Csepregi 1998b). 

In another example used by Sosa, namely (6.74 b) 
 (2017: 184, citing Csepregi 1998a: 62), the correct inter-

pretation of the verb itself and the whole sentence is doubtful, in addition 
to the ambiguity of SG.LOC . Sosa and I earli-
er18 had identified the verbal stem - - as a past stem of - 

vowel change, but consulting the Hungarian 
translation of Csepregi (1998a: 63, 1998c) and listening to the sound re-
cording (00:55 01:01)19 raised serious doubt. One alternative interpreta-
tion of this example could be that the informant says - 
(DEWOS 528, SVH 145), which would explain the Hungarian transla-
tion of Csepregi  [and I 
climbed out with the help of the driving-rod] Csepregi 1998c; English 
translation by Katalin Gugán). This presumption is supported, as on the 
sound recording instead of the - -/- - in the verbal stem a -t- is clearly 
audible. There is a second alternative to interpret example (6.74 b): the 
verb - - could be a different verb with the meaning 

 from the DEWOS (454 and 455, 
respectively), but unfortunately, there are no Surgut Khanty verbal forms 
attested, just from other Khanty dialects. Anyhow, the interpretation of 
this example (

 184) cannot be valid, as the plot goes in the sen-
tences before like this: the storyteller traveling on a reindeer sledge in 
winter time falls into the water after the ice crushed beneath him. He 
cannot reach the shore and is only able to climb out of the water with the 
help of (in the text the word -rod. 
Interestingly, in the sentences coming before and after this example used 

 
17  Audio recording available at https://oudb.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?abfrage= 

view_audio_files&id_text=728 
18 In Csepregi (1998c) the glosses were made by me. 
19  Audio recording available at https://oudb.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/?abfrage= 

view_audio_files&id_text=730 
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by Sosa two verbs in passive appear and the corresponding locAgs are 
lexically overt (     Csepregi 1998c), so even if 
I agreed with Sosa on the verb and interpretation of the example, the 
possibility of priming cannot be excluded either. Sosa has taken a look at 
the textual surroundings of the example, but has come to different con-
clusions (2017: 189).20 

Another indicator to determine the meaning of  can be the con-
jugation of the corresponding active verb  if the objective conjugation 
appears, then  is more likely a locAg (4?).21 A second hint can be 
the presence of particles, like the emphatic particle (pi/ ) in example 
(15b?). 
 

(15a)   -  -t-    
 1SG in_fact parents-DU have-PRS-1SG  [unknown] 

  

(15b) 22 pi   -t-  
 1SG.LOC//1SG.EMPH EMPH home place have-PRS-1SG 

  
 (Schön 2017d) 

 

Although in example (15b?) we have an emphatic particle (pi EMPH

and a verb in subjective conjugation (  
if  has to be interpreted as locAg or as an emphatic pronoun. In my 
opinion it can be either. 

 
20 Unfortunately, these two examples found by Sosa (6.74 a and 6.74 b; 2017: 

184) are the only ones in her dissertation that support the existence of intran-
sitive verbs in Surgut Khanty active sentences with locAg. So, her statement 

the locative subject of an intransitive verb is always primarily topical
(2017: 189) is at least problematic as well, but my research proves the exist-
ence of locAg in Surgut Khanty with active and intransitive verbs with more 
convincing examples, as shown in (7c), (8), (9c). 

21 Because of the homonymy between the locAg expressed by a 1SG personal 
pronoun and a 1SG emphatic personal pronoun, the examples (4) and (15b) 
from now on are marked with a question mark (4?), (15b?) and remain part of 
the 41 examples used in this paper as such. 

22 The reduced vowel at the end of m  can be dropped, regardless of its 
meaning. 
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In the oldest Yugan Khanty text collection from Heikki Paasonen only 
one presumed example of the locAg in an active sentence can be found, 
with  (16).23 
 

(16)  -    -  -  
 woman say-PRS.3SG 1SG.LOC too eat-INF become.PST-1SG 

  
     (Paasonen  Vértes 2001) 

 

It has to be pointed out that in my corpus the locAg in Khanty active sen-
tences can be expressed by a personal pronoun, a proper noun, as well as 
by a common noun (with or without a modifier), all in the locative case. 
Interestingly, the noun phrases in my data show a high proportion of the 
combination of demonstratives and nouns in the locative (20/41; 49%) 
that are present twice as often as pronouns in the locative (10/41; 24%). 
Non-modified nouns in the locative alone appear almost to the same ex-
tent as pronouns do (8/41; 20%), and there is only one locAg expressed 
with a possessive-marked noun in the locative (1/41; 3%). Fortunately, 
only two examples with the 1SG.LOC personal pronoun are ambiguous in 
my corpus because of the homonymy with the 1SG.EMPH. Most of the 
personal pronouns as locAgs are in other persons (2SG.LOC 3 examples, 
3SG.LOC 4 examples). Altogether, my data shows that the locAg mostly 
has to be accessible or identifiable already by its grammatical form 
(9+2+20+1+1/41; 80%), but a non-modified noun in the locative can 
appear as locAg as well (8/41; 20%). 

3.8. The internal structure of the direct object in active sentences 
with a locative-marked agent 

The direct object (DO) in Khanty is often unmarked, as there is no accu-
sative case marker for nouns in Khanty; only personal pronouns have an 
accusative form. 

Klumpp and Skribnik state that the locAg in East Khanty active sen-
tences object, are more or less equal-
ly topical, but the patient is superior in animacy (often this is a personal 

 (Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 1024). Contrary to this, Sosa finds 

 
23 Paasonen collected his Yugan Khanty material in 1901 and it was first pub-

lished in 2001 by Edith Vértes. Here the example is cited in another version 
from the project OUDB, referred to as Paasonen  Vértes (2001). 
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that if the verb is transitive, then the predominate referential form of an 
object with a locative subject is affixal: three [examples] are affixal (ob-
ject conjugation), three are LEX+V (object conjugation plus an overt 
lexical utterance) and one is a lexical utterance (with the subject conju-
gation) Sosa 2017: 191). Filchenko finds in his data that the object, if it 
is present in a sentence, is an identifiable NP (Filchenko 2006: 61). The 
question arises whether a DO is obligatorily present in every construc-
tion with locAg in active sentences, and whether the locative therefore 
appears because of the topicality of the S and the DO at the same time. 
Or is the DO not necessary with the locAg in active sentences? And fi-
nally, if a DO is present, which internal structure does it have to take in 
order to be identifiable? 

Before I present the examples with grammatically or lexically overt 
DO in my corpus, I want to analyze the examples without any DO, be-
cause in one-fifth of the examples of this study there is no DO at all 
(8/41; 20%). In all these 8 cases the verb is in subjective conjugation 
(see Table 10). We have already seen three examples of no DO with the 
intransitive verb  (7c), (8), (9c). In example (5) we saw a transi-
tive verb in subjective conjugation ( - turn to somebody and say
no DO, but here the locAg construction is followed by direct speech as 
typical for verba dicendi or verba intelligendi. There is a third type of 
examples for locAg in active sentences without any DO as demonstrated 
in example (17). Therefore, it is quite clear that the presence of two top-
ics or a DO cannot be the trigger for locAgs in active sentences in every 
case. 
 

(17)  -  -t   
 one time-LOC think-PRS.3SG lo_and_behold  

 -m-      q  
 aunty-SG<1SG-LOC whether er this house 

 -  -    -t 
 back-PROPR side-APP why   NEG allow-PRS.3SG 

 
       (Schön 2019b) 

 

The data of my corpus indicates that the DO in the active sentences with 
locAg can be expressed lexically, grammatically, as well as lexically and 
grammatically at the same time (see Table 10). If the DO is only lexically 
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overt, it stands with a verb in subjective conjugation (5/41; 12%; (6)), if 
it is only grammatically overt, it stands with objective conjugation (8/41; 
20%; (3), (11)). Objective conjugation appears if the DO is topical. If the 
verb shows only subject agreement, then the DO is supposed to be focal. 
 
Table 10: Correlation of conjugation and the direct object in the Yugan 

Khanty active sentences with locative-marked agent24 

 Subjective  
conjugation 

Objective  
conjugation 

Lexically 
overt direct object 

5 examples  

Lexically + grammatically 
overt direct object 

 21 examples 

Grammatically 
overt direct object 

 8 examples 

No direct object 8 examples  

 
The DO is grammatically overt if the verbal ending shows object agree-
ment. One-fifth of my data contains only a grammatically overt object 
(8/41; 20%) as shown in examples (3), (11). 

In terms of their internal structure, the lexically and the lexically and 
grammatically overt DOs show large variation at first sight (see Table 
11). Taking a closer look, it turns out that almost in all examples contain-
ing a DO, this is expressed with some kind of a noun (23/26; 88%; (4?), 
(10), (12 14), (15b?)) and only in a few cases with pronouns (3/26; 12%; 
(6)). This is contraindicative to the DO (patient) being often expressed 
by personal pronouns and so being superior in animacy to the locAg 
(pace Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 1024). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
24 One example contains two DO objects (20), which is counted twice in that 

case, that is why here it seems if the corpus contained 42 examples, instead of 
41. 
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Table 11: Expressions of lexically or lexically and grammatically overt DO 
in Yugan Khanty active sentences with locAg 

 Lexically 
overt direct object 

Lexically + 
grammatically 
overt direct object 

ppron 2 examples (1SG.ACC,  
1PL.ACC) 

 

dem-POSS  1 example (PL<3SG) 
subs 2 examples 2 examples 
subs-POSS 1 example (SG<3SG) 8 examples (PL<1SG;  

4 DU<3SG; 3 SG<3SG) 
dem+subs  1 example 
dem+subs-NUM  1 example (PL) 
dem+subs-POSS  2 examples (SG<3SG) 
dem+adj+subs-POSS  1 example (SG<3SG) 
dem+subs+subs-POSS  1 example (PL<3SG) 
num+subs  1 example 
subs+subs+ptcp+subs-NUM  1 example (PL) 
subs+pstp+ptcp+subs-NUM  1 example (PL) 
ppron+subs-POSS  1 example (SG<1SG) 
 

s turn to the lexically overt DO expressed with pronouns. A declined 
demonstrative pronoun (  ; -  -PL<3SG ) occurs in the 
sole example where the DO is both lexically and grammatically overt 
(18) and the DO is a demonstrative. There are no examples in the corpus 
of lexically and grammatically overt DO with the form of a personal 
pronoun. 
 

(18)  
 and that young_man-LOC turns_out that-PL<3SG 
 
 all  home take-PRS-PL<3SG that priest some 

thing-PL 

And that young man, it turns out, takes all of his home, those 
  (Schön 2023) 

 

The demonstrative as DO in (18) summarizes the DOs mentioned be-
forehand in the tale and is also explained at the end of the sentence, in 
verb-final position. The locAg in this sentence is clearly animate (
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  and the DO is inanimate (  
t , and as such, it is not higher in animacy. 

Concerning the two examples with a DO as a personal pronoun, we 
have already seen one of them in (6), where both the locAg and the DO 
are human beings. As they are husband and wife, they are both equally 
animate. They are assumed to be equally topical as well. The other ex-
ample in the corpus with locAg in an active sentence and a DO ex-
pressed by a personal pronoun (19) is pragmatically slightly different25, 
as the DO (   higher in the animacy hierarchy (both 
locAg and DO are human beings, but the former is expressed with a 
modified noun and the latter with a 1PL.ACC personal pronoun). Fur-
thermore, the locAg in this sentence (19) is expressed by a swear word 
(  , with the human being dehu-
manized by referring to it with the word ot , creature  which des-
ignates a man gone mad and posing most probably a menace to the oth-
ers, behaving normally, and is so clearly lower in animacy than the DO. 
 

(19)     ot-   
 then that this unimaginable_thing thing-LOC then 
    -t 
 1PL.ACC how NEG do-PRS.3SG 

 Then this poor little soul will by the end hurt us!  
 (Schön 2017e) 

 

Interestingly, all the 26 examples with locAg in active sentences and a 
lexically or a lexically and grammatically overt DO have an animate 
locAg, but the DO is slightly more often inanimate than animate (inani-
mate DO 15/26; 58%; animate DO 11/26, 42%; see also Table 12). So, 
the DO is not necessarily superior in animacy. 

The data of my corpus clearly shows that it is not necessarily the com-
petition between two topics (the subject/locAg and DO/patient) which 
triggers the locative marking of the subject. There are even examples with 
no DO at all. My findings confirm the results of Sosa (2017) and Filchen-
ko (2006) presented above that there are diverse possibilities to express the 
DO and if it is lexically present, it is mostly an identifiable noun phrase.  

 
25 Grammatically the locAg and DO in the two examples (6) and (19) are similar 

as they are expressed in both cases with a modified noun in locative and per-
sonal pronoun in accusative, respectively.  
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3.9. Information structure 

The most complex question concerning the locAg in Yugan Khanty ac-
tive sentences, namely its role from the point of view of information 
structure, is the least fully elaborated one in this paper, and will have to 
be analyzed in depth in another study, but preliminary results with ex-
amples can be shown here already. 

The literature states that the locAg is mostly used in topic switch con-
texts (Filchenko 2006: 47; Sosa 2017: 206; Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 
1024) or in the case of emphasized subjectness (Sosa  Virtanen 2018: 
245). My data shows that it finds a wider use than topic switch contexts 
or emphasis on referents. An example for the first occurrence of an im-
portant topic (7c), where a new referent is introduced as brand new in-
formation in the third sentence of a tale and is in focus position as a sub-
ject of the event-reporting sentence (Lambrecht 1994), was already pre-
sented above (7a c), and an example of topic continuity (9a c) was also 
discussed earlier. Even if in (9c) a new referent appears (  my 

here against topic switch and for topic continuity, 
as the main referent is interpreted with the topic definition of Lambrecht. 
So, Uncle-Demyanka remains the topic of the sentence as we do not get 
any information about the mother. 

There is an even more stunning example for the locAg in Yugan 
Khanty active sentences than (7c), namely example (20), representing 
brand new information, as it occurs in the first sentence of a tale, which 
is without doubt a sentence-focus sentence (Lambrecht 1994). 
 

(20)   
 one some_kind_of time-LOC land on_the_surface_of 

 
 go_to_do_smth-PTCP.PRS animal-PL  

 
 heaven wave-LOC  fly-PTCP.PRS  feather-PROPR animal-PL  

 
 Torem-LOC  there 3SG.DAT summon.PST-PL<3SG 

Torem [the highest God] summoned the ani-
mals living on the ground and the birds flying in heaven to him-

      (Schön 2023) 
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In addition to being the first sentence of the tale, the word order of (20) 
has to be pointed out. It is the second example in the corpus for the DO 
(in this case two DOs:  animals living on 
the ground    birds flying in 
heaven ) preceding the locAg (   and the active 
verb in objective conjugation (  he summoned them ). This 
emphasizes even more the sentence-focus nature of the first sentence of 
the tale. 

It could be assumed that the three above-mentioned cases (7c), (9a
c), (20) represent a similar context, and the active sentences with the 
locAgs are event-reporting sentences (Lambrecht 1994) emphasizing the 
importance of the referent being salient26 as well. 

In the corpus used for this study there are several examples of reoc-
curring topic. Here I present an example where both the locAg and the 
DO in the active sentence are reoccurring topics (21) and a second ex-
ample where only the locAg is returning (22). 
 

(21a) ...  

   

(21b)  

 
  

(21c)  t  

  

(21d)  

  

(21e)  

 from the end of the village, 
from t  

 
26 Interestingly, Filchenko finds in Vasyugan Khanty the locAg in active sen-

tences less salient (Filchenko 2011: 74). 
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(21f) -t-    ...  -    
 ask-PRS-DU<3SG this tsar ... world tsar-LOC  er 

  -t   -t-   
 this daughter-SG<3SG whether er give-PRS-SG<3SG NEG 

is tsa... tsar er whether this daughter er, would 
    (Schön 2017f) 

 

In (21f) we find the locAg (  
verb in objective conjugation (   

 The locAg is already introduced in (21b) by the 
same compound (  of another 
compositum (  
pears already in (21b) with a noun (   and in the beforemen-
tioned compound in (21c). They are both equally topical. The use of the 
locAg in sentence (21f) can reinforce the salient character of this refer-
ent. The third topic, the subject in sentences (21a c) and (21e) is the 
main protagonist of the tale (  

3SG verbal ending 
and remains topical throughout. 

Example (22g) contains a locAg (  a reoc-
curring topic, but the DO (  is le is in focus position, and, ac-
cordingly, the verb shows subject agreement, not subject-object agree-
ment. Furthermore, the DO has a possessive suffix, which can function 
as a focus marker as well (Janda 2019). Intriguingly, there is a self-repair 
in the narrative (22g), where the storyteller mixes up the protagonists, 
but both the word said first (  
tion (   are locAgs. 
 

(22a)  
 And that man lies there.  
(22b)  
 And then he removed his legs.  
(22c)  
 He removed his legs.  
(22d)  
 And that woman left.  
(22e)  
 And she went to the neighboring house and er took food.  
(22f)  
 And she limped back.  
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(22g)     -  ... 
 back limp.PST.3SG and that woman-LOC  

  -   -    
 that man-LOC then leg-SG<3SG PFV stretch.PST.3SG 

She limped back and that woman... then that man had stretched 
his legs.  (Schön 2016c) 

 

The locAg in (22g) is one of the main human protagonists of the legend, 
where two men argue and one goes to spend the night in the cemetery. In 
(22a) he is depicted with a demonstrative and a noun (  

in the 3SG verbal ending. He reoccurs in (22g) 
as a locAg in an active sentence, showing the main event of the plot: he 
stretches out his leg across the path where the dead woman will return to 
her grave and fall. Even though the DO (  of the locAg 
sentence with an active verb was already introduced in (22c) and (22d), 
it is in (22g) in focus position. At first sight, the verb (  

-  end-
ing is identical to the SG<3SG verbal suffix, but the DEWOS (1015) 
clearly states that - is the verbal stem, so the verbal form  has 
to be in subjective conjugation, past tense. The (  
importance can be emphasized by the fact that it is the connecting point 
between the worlds of the living and the dead (Dudeck et al. 2021), so its 
focal position is not only grammatically justified. Interestingly, in one 
version of the same plot from a different storyteller, the protagonist of 
this main event is also expressed by a locAg in an active sentence (14), 
but the leg (also DO) is not in focus position. It rather seems to be a new 
topic, as it is only introduced in that sentence of the legend (14) and no-
where before (Kayukova  Schön 2020a). 

The few data analyzed in terms of information structure and presented 
here shows that the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences appears if 
the subject should be highlighted as salient or if it is emphasized for any 
reason. The surprising examples with the locAg in focus position suggest 
that the locAg finds wider use than assumed based on the data till today. 
To what extent saliency and topicality play a role in the use of the locAg 
in Yugan Khanty active sentences requires further, deeper research, but 
information structure motivated factors seem to determine the choice of 
the locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences. 
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3.10 Animacy and summarized presentation of the data 

Last, I briefly want to present all examples containing a locAg in Yugan 
Khanty active sentences of the corpus used for this study, even if they 
are not cited as examples in this paper (see Table 12). New factors like 
animacy and the human character of the locAg and the DO complete the 
analyses. This is relevant for reasons of topicality and hierarchy (com-
pare Klumpp  Skribnik 2022: 1024 and sections 3.7., 3.8.). 

Table 12: Summary of the data used in this study 

 
Infor-
mant 

locAg Lexically overt DO Con-
juga-
tion 

Word 
order POS27

+LOC 
Ani-
mate 

Hu-
man 

POS 
Ani-
mate 

Hu-
man 

1/(3)28 TMJ ppron yes no    obj. SV 
2/(4?) AIK ppron yes yes MN no no obj. OSV 
3/(5) TMK ppron yes no    subj. SV 
4/(6) VIU MN yes yes ppron yes yes subj. SOV 
5/(7c) AIK N yes no    subj. SV 
6/(8) AIK N yes no    subj. SV 
7/(9c) TMJ MN yes yes    subj. SV 
8/(10) ENK ppron yes no MN no no obj. SOV 
9/(11) MDA ppron yes yes    obj. VS 

10/(12) TMJ MN yes yes MN no no obj. OVS 
11/(13) ENK ppron yes no MN-POSS no no obj. OVS 
12/(14) ANB MN yes yes N-POSS no no obj. OVS 
13/(15b?) ENK ppron yes yes N no no subj. SOV 
14/(17) VIU N-POSS yes yes    subj. SV 
15/(18) LDK MN yes yes dem-POSS no no obj. SOV 
16/(19) VIU MN yes yes ppron yes yes subj. SOV 
17/(20) LNK PN yes no 2 MN yes no obj. OSV 
18/(21f) VIU N yes yes MN-POSS yes yes obj. SOV 
19/(22g) ENK MN yes yes N-POSS no no subj. SOV 
20/  VIU MN yes yes N-POSS yes yes subj. OVS 
21/  AIK MN yes yes N yes yes obj. SOV 
22/  AIK N yes yes    obj. SV 

 
 

 
    

 
27 MN = modified common or proper noun, N = non-modified common noun, 

PN = proper noun. 
28 The first number is a serial number of the 41 examples from the corpus used 

for this study, the second number is the number of the example if cited in this 
paper. 
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Infor-
mant 

locAg Lexically overt DO   
 

POS29

+LOC 
Ani-
mate 

Hu-
man 

POS 
Ani-
mate 

Hu-
man 

Con-
juga-
tion 

Word 
order 

22/ 30 AIK N yes yes    obj. SV 
23/  AIK ppron yes no    obj. SV 
24/  AIK MN yes no MN no no obj. OVS 
25/  VIU N yes yes MN-POSS yes yes obj. SOV 
26/  ENK N yes yes N-POSS yes yes obj. SOV 
27/  VIU N yes yes N-POSS yes yes obj. SOV 
28/  ANA MN yes yes MN-POSS yes yes obj. SOV 

29/  ANA 
MN- 
POSS 

yes no    obj. SV 

30/  LDK ppron yes yes N-POSS no no obj. SOV 
31/  VIU MN yes yes N no no subj. SOV 
32/  VIU MN yes yes    subj. SV 
33/  TMJ MN yes yes    obj.. SV 
34/  TMJ MN yes yes    obj. SV 
35/  VIU interro yes yes    subj. SV 
36/  TAK N yes no MN-POSS no no obj. SOV 

37/  ANA 
MN-
POSS 

yes yes    subj. SV 

38/  MDA MN yes no N-POSS no no obj. SOV 
39/  MDA MN yes no N-POSS no no obj. SOV 
40/  MDA MN yes no N-POSS no no obj. SOV 
41/  AIK MN yes yes    obj. SV 

 
As we have already seen, the locAg can be expressed by a personal pro-
noun, an interrogative pronoun, a proper noun, or a common noun (with 
or without modifiers and with or without a possessive marker). In all 
cases the locAg in active sentences is animate, but not in all cases human 
(14/41; 34%). Due to the genre of tales and legends, it can be a deity 
(Torum, the highest Khanty God; 17/(20)), an animal protagonist (like a 
rabbit; 1/(3), 24/ ) or a humanized, talking object (e.g., a needle; 36/ ). 
The DO is not obligatory, but if it is lexically overt (25/41; 61%), it can 
be expressed by a personal pronoun, a demonstrative, or a common noun 
(with or without modifiers and with or without a possessive marker). 

 
29 MN = modified common or proper noun, N = non-modified common noun, 

PN = proper noun. 
30 The first number is a serial number of the 41 examples from the corpus used 

for this study, the second number is the number of the example if cited in this 
paper. 
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Interestingly, there are more DOs expressed with possessive marked 
non-modified nouns (9/26; 35%) than with bare nouns (3/26; 12%), but 
an almost equal number of modified nouns with or without possessive 
suffixes (5/26; 19% and 6/26; 23%). The lexically overt DOs can be in-
animate (15/26; 58%; 8/(10), 10/(12)) as well as animate (11/26; 42%; 
4/(6), 18/(21f)). There are only two cases, in which the DO is animate 
and not human (animals and birds; 17/(20)). In all other cases, if the DO 
is animate, then it is human (18/(21f)) and if it is inanimate, then it is 
non-human (8/(10)). These examples show that the factor of animacy of 
the subject or the direct object is not decisive in the use of the locAg in 
Yugan Khanty active sentences. 

4. Some possible explanations of the origin of locAg in Surgut Khanty 
active sentences 

The question of the origin of the locAg in Surgut Khanty active sen-
tences remains open even after different analyses by several researchers. 
I will propose some highly hypothetical explanations. 

As mentioned in the Introduction (1.), I have kept the name locative-
marked agent instead of locative-marked subject to highlight its connec-
tion with active (1), (3) and passive sentences (2), as in the latter locAgs 
can appear besides the grammatical subjects. In my corpus used for this 
paper, there are over 400 examples with a locAg in passive sentences. 
Compared to the 41 locAgs in active sentences presented above, it would 
be unreasonable to say that the locAg in active sentences is taking the 
place of the locAg in passive sentences. But looking at all the locAgs in 
the corpus used for this study, there might be some connection. In exam-
ple (2) we have a neutral, typical example for the grammatical subject 

-in-
tive verb in passive voice xamples (3 15b?) and (17 22g) 
we see different realizations of the locAg in active sentences. Example 
(23) demonstrates the locAg with a present participle inflected with a 
personal ending in 1DU (jo  
sight that the locAg ( q  
with the participle. This happens twice, as the self-repair here is only 
semantic (the two rabbits are followed by the fox), not grammatical.  
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(23)  -  -t-   
 more rabbit-LOC come-PTCP.PRS-1DU when 

 -  -t-   
 fox-LOC come- PTCP.PRS-1DU when 

 noq - -   
 PFV eat-PRS-PASS.1DU in_fact 

re out-
 

     (Kayukova  Schön 2020b) 
 

In (24) we find another example with locAg (  
participle (  

ciple shows agreement with the locAg. 
 

(24)   -   -    
 and that suitcase-SG<3SG that old_woman-LOC 

 -m-     - -    
 order-PTCP.PST-3SG as then beside-3SG-LAT  

-  
put_down.PST-SG<3SG 

, she laid the suitcase 
next to her. [Lit. And her suitcase, as that old woman had or-
dered, sh  (Csepregi 1998d) 

 

Intriguing in (24) is the person marking at the end of the participle (-  
-3SG , because as the referent is lexically overt, the sentence would be 

grammatical and comprehensible without it, too. If this sentence (
  were clearly a 

passive one, then there would be no personal marking on the participle 
(e.g., with the locative suffix staying at the agent   

 or even without the locative suffix  ). Per-
sonal marking on participles is only obligatory if the agent is expressed 
by a personal pronoun or is not lexically overt  both in active construc-
tions (Csepregi 1978, 1979; and personal account in 2022). 

While in (23) the locAg appears besides the subject as a second refer-
ent and encodes the source of fear, in (24) the locAg depicts a different, 
prominent referent and the subject of the participle. 

In my opinion, the following series of changes is possible:  
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A) the locAg is available in passive sentences (2)  
B)  then the locAg appears with participles as second referent (23)  
C)  after this, the locAg appears with participles as (prominent) refer-

ent and the participle shows agreement with it (24)  
D)  finally, the locAg appears in active sentences and shows agree-

ment with the active verb (3 15b?) and (17 22g). 

Clearly, this hypothesis requires further research. 
Another possible explanation came up in the discussion of my talk 

presenting the locAg in active sentences in February 2022, by Lena 
Borise. The idea arose because of the appearance of the locAg as a 
1SG.LOC personal pronoun (see footnote 16) and its homonymy with the 
1SG.EMPH pronoun (see Table 13). As locAgs seem to have emphatic 
nuances or topical meanings too, this homonymy might not be a coinci-
de
tion (16) is also in the 1SG.LOC/1SG.EMPH form, which could also con-
firm the connection. 

 

Table 13: Possible meaning change of  

 >  >  
1SG.EMPH > 1SG.EMPH > 1SG.LOC 

 >  >  
 

There are a long and a short form for the emphatic personal pronoun 
(  and ), both used in Surgut Khanty narratives. The end-
ing -  of the 1SG emphatic personal pronoun is the same as the ending 
of the locative suffix. So, the short form of the 1SG emphatic personal 
pronoun could have been reanalyzed as a 1SG personal pronoun in loca-
tive (1SG.LOC), and this locative marking could have spread to other sub-
jects, which would thereby become locAgs indicating the emphatic 
meaning. Whether this homonymy is the source of the change itself, or 
one additional factor of the emergence of locAgs, or indeed just pure 
chance, is not clear at this point of time. Its significance requires further 
research. 

5. Summary 

To sum up all the observations presented in 3.1 3.10., I will recapitulate 
the factors surveyed in order to show which of them turned out to be rel-
evant or irrelevant, and I will highlight further similarities with and dif-
ferences from the results of other researchers dealing with the topic of 
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the locAg in active sentences in Surgut or Vakh-Vasyugan Khanty, 
namely Sosa (2017), Filchenko (2006, 2011), and Csepregi (2020, 2021). 

An idiolectal motivation of the appearance of the locAg in Yugan 
Khanty active sentences is clearly disproved, as there are 11 speakers in 
the corpus making use of it. The 11 storytellers differ in all possible so-
ciolectal factors (3.1.). As they all come from different parts of the 
Yugan Khanty language area (from the upper and lower streams of the 
rivers Bolshoy Yugan and Malyy Yugan through the river Salym to the 
Demyanka), subdialectal reasons for the use of the locAg in active sen-
tences is excluded, too, as well as other (sub)dialectal reasons, since the 
phenomenon appears in all other Surgut Khanty subdialects (3.2.). The 
influence of ritual language is also highly doubtful as an explanation, 
inasmuch as the locAg in active sentences appears extremely rarely in 
the language of Surgut Khanty ritual genres. A contact phenomenon 
from Vakh-Vasyugan ritual language can also be excluded since the two 
dialects are not mutually intelligible and most of the storytellers of my 
corpus do not understand the Vakh-Vasyugan ritual language (3.3.). 

No common characteristics of the verbs used in active and locAg 
constructions could be found. Concerning verbal semantics, 30 different 
verbs with 25 different meanings appear in the examples, with no seman-
tic restriction that could be determined (3.4.). Regarding transitivity, 
both transitive and intransitive verbs are present with the locAg in active 
sentences in the corpus, but transitive verbs clearly dominate (38/41; 
93%). One intransitive up three times in 
examples (7c), (8), (9c). The verbs manifest subject agreement (subjec-
tive conjugation; 13/41; 32%), as well as subject-object agreement (ob-
jective conjugation; 28/41; 68%). So, neither transitivity, nor conjuga-
tion is a determining factor in the choice of a locAg over an unmarked 
subject (3.5.). 

The word order of the sentences containing a locAg and an active 
verb mainly coincides with the neutral Khanty SOV word order (33/41; 
80%). The remaining 20% of the examples (8/41) are analyzed in detail 
in section 3.6. Some examples possibly show Russian influence, some 
are an afterthought, and in some cases emphasis appears. Interestingly, 
all 8 examples with non-SOV word order contain a verb with subject-
object agreement. 

The internal structure of the subject in Yugan Khanty as a locAg in 
active sentences is always overt and mostly already accessible or identi-
fiable by its grammatical form  like a personal pronoun (9/41; 22%; (3), 
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(5)); a proper noun (2/41; 5%; (9c), (20)); or common noun with a 
demonstrative (20/41; 49%; (14), (19)). Surprisingly, and contrary to the 
observation of the literature, non-modified nouns in the locative also ap-
pear as locAgs in active sentences (8/41; 20%; (7c), (8)). That means 
that there is no part-of-speech restriction on the use of the locAg in 
Yugan Khanty active sentences (3.7.). Problematic are the examples con-
taining a locAg expressed with a locative personal pronoun in 1SG 

( ), because of its homonymy with the 1SG emphatic personal 
pronoun ( ). All examples containing  are at least ambiguous. 
Fortunately, this concerns only two examples from among those used for 
this study ((4?), (15b?); 3.7.). 

The internal structure of the direct object in Yugan Khanty as a locAg 
in active sentences shows that the DO is mostly expressed with some 
kind of a noun (with or without modifiers and with or without a posses-
sive marker) (23/26; 88%), and only in a few cases with pronouns (3/26; 
12%). The last point is surprising, because it contradicts other state-
ments, and shows that the part-of-speech affiliation of the DO does not 
play any role in the use of the locAg. Even more amazing is the fact that 
not all examples in my corpus have to have a DO of any kind (lexically 
or grammatically overt), and the locAg in the active sentence is still pre-
sent. So, the assumption that locAg in Khanty active sentences appears 
in the case of two concurring topics to highlight which is higher in ani-
macy is not in all cases true (3.8., 3.10.). 

Even though information structure is the least elaborated motivation 
in this study, it seems to be the only relevant factor in the choice of the 
locAg in Yugan Khanty active sentences. In addition to topic switch con-
texts and emphasized subjectness, its use to introduce brand new infor-
mation (7c), (20) or its appearance in a topic continuity context (9c), as 
well as reoccurring topic (21f), (22g) has been pointed out. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the data. Most of the 
factors examined play little or no role, including: idiolectal motivation 
(3.1.), dialectal or subdialectal motivation (3.2.), influence from ritual 
language (3.3.), verbal semantics (3.4.), transitivity or conjugation (3.5.), 
word order or word order changes (3.6.), internal structure of the subject 
(3.7.) or of the direct object (3.8.), as well as their animacy (3.10.). The 
only relevant factor analyzed is information structure (3.9.). The data 
used in this study clearly reflects that encoding information structure, 
emphasis on the referent, and saliency play a role in the choice of locAg 
in Yugan Khanty active sentences. 
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The most obvious difference between the research so far in Surgut 
Khanty and my analysis above (3.1 3.10.) is the number and certainty of 
the data used (see Table 14). The corpus used in this study containing 41 
examples of the locAg in active sentences forms the Surgut Khanty cor-
pus with the highest amount of data for this linguistic phenomenon. 
Compared to this, Csepregi presents one example emerging in a Troma-
gan Khanty ritual song in the collection of Karjalainen (Csepregi 2020: 
45 46) and Sosa works with nine examples (2017: 182)  one collected 

Csepregi 
(1998a) and (2011) (see Sosa 2017: 70 72, 188 191). 
 

Table 14: Summary of data used for locAg  
in Surgut Khanty active sentences 

 Number of examples 
Sosa 2017 9 
Csepregi 2020 1 
Schön 2022 41 

 

The researchers mentioned in the first paragraph of this section state unan-
imously that the locAg in active sentences is always animate. As shown in 
Table 12, my data supports this to 100% and proves that the locAg in 
Yugan Khanty active sentences does not necessarily have to be human, 
just animate. In the data used by Sosa and Filchenko, the locAg is mostly 
expressed by personal pronouns (Sosa 2017, Filchenko 2006), which re-
mains in opposition to my findings (see section 3.7. and Table 12). 

Sosa finds that the object in an active sentence with locAg is mostly 
grammatically overt. Filchenko (2006) states that the object, if present, is 
an identifiable noun phrase, which is confirmed by my data, except that I 
have found examples with a personal pronoun in the accusative case as 
well for the direct object like Filchenko (2011) did (see section 3.8. and 
Table 12, as well as (6), (19)). 

Csepregi (2020, 2021) observes that the active verb with a locAg can 
be in subjective and objective conjugation as well. This is also what my 
results show (see section 3.5. and Table 12). 

Csepregi (2021) suggests that the locAg in active sentences can be 
used as a stylistic device to alternate between different constructions and 
to avoid repetition, but this is not attested in my data (see section 3.3.). 

The finding of Filchenko that the locAg in active sentences in 
Vasyugan Khanty is in connection with an unintended action 

control and 
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2006: 47; as well as Filchenko 2011: 63, 71 73), is not entirely support-
ed by my data and needs further research. 

Concerning information structure, most of the researchers working on 
the locAg agree that the locAg appears in topic switch contexts (Filchen-
ko 2006, Sosa 2017, Sosa  Virtanen 2018,) or in cases of topic continui-
ty (Sosa 2017). Csepregi (2020, 2021) has found additionally that the 
locAg can be a reoccurring agent and can appear in consecutive sentenc-
es. As demonstrated in section 3.9., my preliminary analysis confirms all 
these claims as well. Sosa (2017) states further that the locAg is the topic 
of the sentence; according to my data it can be in focus position as well 
(see section 3.9.). 

One important similarity with Sosa (2017) is her finding, contrary to 
Kulonen (1989) and Csepregi (2021), that the locAg in active sentences 
occurs not only with transitive verbs, but with intransitive verbs as well 
(see sections 3.6. and 3.7.). 

In this data-driven pilot study, the locAg in Yugan Khanty sentences 
was presented from several different points of view. It is quite clear 
which factors do not play a role in its use. Some perspectives of it, how-
ever, like the question of topicality, saliency, or its role in information 
structure, to name a few, require further research. 
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